eXacto Workflow... Fast!
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1) Scan 2D syringe label
(drug application screen appears)

Anesthesia Capture

2) Update dose and dilution if needed
3) Press confirm– done!

More than just anesthesia reports at your
fingertips, a tool to keep patient safety first.
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Apply power, press start and let
eXacto handle the paperwork while
you concentrate on your patient.
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SUPERIOR RESULTS

eXacto offers the ideal mix of configuration simplicity, with accurate and vital functionality

eXacto Features
Anesthesia – General, regional and local with automatic charting

Multi-Point Monitoring – Monitors other operating rooms

Protocols – Help to maintain consistency in the application

Zoom and Timeline – Provides optimal views of the intervention

Macros – Collection of events that may be initiated by a single
screen touch

Recovery Room – Patient can be followed while continuous
data is recorded

Medical Device Integration – More than 150 medical devices
supported from all major manufacturers and growing

Stand Alone Operation – Enables system to continue to operate
in case of server or network failure
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The eXacto system collects and organizes
data from monitors and appliances in operating
and recovery rooms using simple plug-n-play
cabling and an intuitive touch screen interface.

Fast implementation, fast results
Boasting an incredibly short learning curve and an extensive list of supported devices from all major manufacturers,
eXacto is ready to let you to get down to business. A four room surgery center can expect implementation to take less
than one week, beginning to end, physical installation to report generation capability.
The eXacto X-Light cables provide instant-on connectivity and are provided pre-configured
with appropriate equipment connectors. Attach the X-Light cable to your operating
equipment and the system automatically recognizes the attached device and
prepares for recording. The eXacto software interface continues this ease of use
strategy, providing clear and concise setup. Every input is workflow friendly.
Both eXacto anesthesia record keeping software for transmission and storage
of patient data and eXacto X-Light USB to RS-232 isolated converter cables are
FDA listed by MEXYS S.A. These unique solutions were designed with extensive
input from anesthesiologists and, as a result, the system does not
present a daunting array of parameters, but rather the functionality
you need to get the job done, quickly, easily, and efficiently.

The eXacto System is used in two applications:
1) eXacto Workstation

( One Per Room )

• Software configured for touchscreen
• Collects data from equipment in operating /recovery rooms
• Connects up to 8 devices simultaneously
• X-Light Smart Cables = speed and simplicity
• Fast connectivity, USB 1.1 and 2.0 compatible
• Automatically recognizes the connected device

2) Server/Management Station

( One Per Site)

• The control point hosting the eXacto system: libraries,
printing and protocols
• The Diary: record search, to review, print out and export
previous anesthesia reports
• Statistics are easy to access, easy to use. All patient
information, operations performed, products used, and even
the occupancy of theaters are presented in report format

• Avoids the use of a keyboard or mouse in the operating room
• Allows you to enter information such as procedures or events
with only two touches on the screen

eXacto View Anywhere ( Optional )

• Recovery Station allows optimal follow-up in the recovery room

• Complimentary solution to allow remote viewing of eXacto
monitoring stations on the network in any operating or
recovery room

HL7 integration of eXacto to the Hospital Information System
is also possible and, while it may require a more extensive
and longer integration, you have the ability to seamlessly
integrate your new anesthesia capture system into many
diverse applications.

One touch and eXacto is on line...
• Automatically collecting, organizing and displaying data
from monitors, ventilators and syringe pumps in real time,
the system easily adjusts to display any or all parameters
on demand.

X- Light Smart Cables provide
outstanding speed and simplicity

• Recording actions carried out, drugs used, and events
occurring during the operation.
• Capturing any new element; drugs, aqueous solutions,
blood products, acts and events. The libraries of anesthetic
products and various events that may be encountered
are easily selected from smart drop boxes specific
to the current procedure.
• Allowing you to act immediately and document accurately.
• Creates reports of exactly the information you need, including
a dedicated pharmacy report for accurate product
consumption data collection/reporting.

Unique touch screen interface;
ergonomic and intuitive...
The software design is optimized for a medical environment
certified touch screen computer. The icons and layout fit your
line of sight and your fingertips. Several anesthesiologists
collaborated in making the eXacto interface. The result:
a solution uniquely tailored to an anesthesiologist’s
preferences. As no two people are alike, so no two
anesthesiologists are alike, and you’ll find that eXacto
allows you to easily bring together your workflow and
eXacto’s capabilities to make a seamless and powerful tool.

eXacto - exactly what is needed…
Daily Tools – capturing events and actions, monitoring operations occurring in other operating
theaters, viewing operating theater opening checklists, and postoperative orders
Recovery room – each station allows the user to monitor several patients simultaneously for
optimal follow-up
Reports – more than raw data, a system that supports
your exact preferences, memorizing and recalling
your own operating protocols, without requiring
consulting IT staff to capture a new parameter
Statistics – all information concerning patients,
operations, products used and the use of the
different rooms is easily accessible and usable
Robust – eXacto maintains an internal database
and automatically uploads files.
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